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St Martin s Press, United States, 2016. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 210 x 139 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. This is a very silly book. There are lots of jokes (I mean it; there are
hundreds). Also: dozens of stories, poems, diagrams, lists, and cartoons. If you like laughing, oh
boy, watch out, because of the aforementioned jokes. Except they re not really jokes. They re more
like entries in a contest for the Stupidest Sentence Ever Written. James Thomas decided a few years
ago that he wanted to write comedy for the rest of his life. Write for comedy films. Write stand-up.
Write humor books. Write funny T-shirt slogans. Write comic strips. Write absurd text adventure
games. Write tweets. Write gags for the undersides of rocks. 80 he declared himself the President of
Twitter and enjoyed his new-found glory sitting hunched over a rock with a crayon, putting the
finishing touches on this very silly book. Inside you ll find nuggets of comedy gold, including How to
Write a Sentence ; Edgar Allan Poe Goes to a Music Festival ; and Eleven Drafts of an Opening
Paragraph. You ll also find Silver and Bronze winners of yet-to-be-determined...
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An exceptional pdf as well as the font employed was intriguing to read through. This is certainly for all who statte there was not a worthy of reading
through. I am just delighted to inform you that here is the very best publication i actually have go through inside my very own existence and might be he
finest pdf for actually.
-- Sa ig e La ng-- Sa ig e La ng

Comprehensive guide for pdf fanatics. Sure, it really is play, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. I discovered this publication from my dad
and i suggested this ebook to learn.
-- Ms. Isobel Rosenba um  I-- Ms. Isobel Rosenba um  I
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